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Fruit for a Dream State
By Gary Mormino,
Professor Emeritus at the University of South Florida, St.
Petersburg
A long line of mused, bewitched by the golden apple of the
Hesperides, has chronicled its journey from China to India,
Persia to Spain, and Hispaniola to Florida. The orange has
stirred the imagination of Franciscan friars, country fiddlers,
and multinational conglomerates. More than anything else,
Florida’s signature fruit has defined the Sunshine State and
its promise as the New Mediterranean.
Alas, the orange is in peril. Already pummeled by real estate development, devastating hurricanes, labor issues, and
expensive war of attrition to eradicated citrus canker, a new
culprit has arrived. In 2005, on a Homestead grove, scientists discovered a single orange tree infected with citrus
greening. Since then, the dreaded Chinese disease known as
Yellow Dragon has spread on the wings of a tiny Asian insect
to every citrus-producing county in Florida. Oranges become misshapen and bitter-and eventually the affected trees
die.

More than anything else, Florida’s signature fruits has
defined the Sunshine State and its promise as the New
Mediterranean.
But Florida’s grove owners are resilient. They have battled the Mediterranean fruit fly and killer freezes and weathered the economic effects of wars and depressions. Still, the
present challenge is so serious that scientist and state officials have debated the ethics and efficacy of genetic modification, of altering the orange’s DNA , to save Citrus sinensis.
But the orange is iconic and entwined in the Florida
dream that this agricultural product is considered part of the
“natural” landscape. After all, Florida boasts an Orange and
Citrus County, and towns named Orange City, Orange Park,
and Orange Springs. The orange blossom is Florida’s official
state flower, the orange the official state fruit, and since 1998
the orange has served as the emblem on state license plates.
Claiming immunity from critics, oranges are protected by
state law prohibiting their defamation.
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In 1835, a devastating freeze scoured Florida, destroying the beloved citrus groves of
St. Augustine. “Never was a place so desolate,” reminisced a local judge. But Dummett’s grove, a place providentially situated between Cape Canaveral and the Banana River, survived to become the mother
nursery for Indian River oranges.
In the decades that followed, orange
groves sprang up along the Indian River,

ward of Eden.” The composer Frederic Delius also settled on the St. Johns, at Solano
Grove. There he wrote “ The Florida
Suite.”
Stowe and Delius lyricized about
oranges, Florida’s premier fruit, but they
also sold them to tourist and northern consumers. Capitalizing on the nation’s
changing diet and tastes, Florida helped
create and popularize new markets for a

If cotton was king of the Old South, the orange became enduring and endearing
symbol of Florida.
the St. Johns River and the Golden Triangle (Mount Dora, Eustis, and Tavares).
Mid-19th century growers faced many obstacles, most significantly, distance.
Steamboats ferried crates of oranges from
Leesburg, Palatka, and Jacksonville, but
much of the harvest spoiled before reaching eager consumers.
Florida’s most celebrated grove
owner was Harriet Beecher Stowe, who resided at Mandarin on the banks of the St.
Johns River. “The orange-tree, is in our
view,” she wrote in 1872, “the best worthy
to represent the tree of life of any that
grows on earth. It is the fairest, the noblest, the most generous it is the most upspringing and abundant of all trees in
which the Lord God caused to grow east-

product most American had never sampled. Generations of Americans first encountered Florida by tasting an orange.
If cotton was king of the Old South,
the orange became an enduring and endearing symbol of Florida. The orange
grove evoked images of the gardens of AlAndalus, Montpellier, and Palermo.
Florida was touted as a poor man’s
paradise. In acreage so small it seemed
laughable in the Midwest, a manicured ten
-acre orange grove in DeLeon Springs or
Dunedin imagined Jeffersonian republicanism and democratic romanticism.
Revolutions in transportation
helped bridge country and city, state and
nation, nation and world.
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Florida citrus rode the rails to new
heights and new markets, its cedar crates
and labels advertising the Sunshine State
as a winter paradise.
Beginning in the Gilded Age and
cresting in the 1920’s, orange fever
brought trainloads and carloads of citizens
eager to become gentleman grove owners.
Entire cities-Temple Terrace and Howe-inthe-Hills-incorporated town and grove. A
dazzling variety of oranges took root in
Florida, their names suggesting their romantic lineages: Homosassa, Hamlin,
Temple, Murcott, Lue Gim Gong, Parson
Brown, Sanford Bloods, Mediterranean
Sweet, and Maltese Oval.
To sell the fruit, roadside fruit stand
and packing houses proliferated along the
orange belt, offering motorist sweet bliss
and a free glass of orange juice. In Rockledge, Lake Alfred, and Terra Ceia, the
Harvey, Lang, and Tillet families’ roadside
stands are among the last of a breed. Even
rarer is the “You-Pick-It” grove on Old
Polk City Road.
From the hardscrabble groves in
Clay County to the groves surrounding the
ancient dunes along the Lake Wales Ridge,
many families quit, the victims of overproduction, freeze, and fierce competition. A
handful emerged triumphant.
Philip “Doc” Phillips was born in
Memphis and moved to Central Florida in

1912. He pioneered the sales of citrus in
the North, giving away free samples of
Florida oranges inside rail terminals and
on street corners. More than perhaps anyone, Dr. Phillips impressed upon the public the linkage between orange juice and
good health. “Drink Dr. Phillips’ orange
juice because the Doc says it’s good for
you.’” He eventually acquired 5,000 acres
of citrus groves, buying and selling 100
million oranges a year by 1940. In 1954,
Minute Maid purchased Doc Phillips’
groves. Doctor Phillips High School in Orlando honors his memory.
Orange’s story is the history of Florida. In St. Augustine successive generations of Spaniards, Minorcans, and British
planted orange trees in such abundance
that when vessels entered the harbor in the
spring, their crews identified the location
by the fragrance of orange blossoms wafting from grove to bay.
Florida’s counterpart to Ohio’s
Johnny Appleseed was Douglas Dummett.
In 1807, the Dummett family left Barbados
for Florida. Douglas Dummett discovered
sour orange trees growing on his Merritt
Island Plantation. He topworked the trees,
pruning them to a height of three feet and
grafting sweet orange buds from the old
Turnbull groves in New Smyrna. The process produced a heartier orange tree and a
sweeter, more desirable fruit.

Aerial view of Clermont, Florida 2019
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Antonio Rossi also realized the
American dream. An Italian immigrant,
Rossi arrived in America in 1921. During
WWII, he began selling gift boxes of Florida fruit. His Manatee River Packing Co.
expanded as he popularized sales of
chilled citrus wedges in glass jars. He also
perfected a new way to bottle juice and in
1954, introduced Tropicana Premium Orange Juice in cartons. Fleets of refrigerated trucks, trains, and ships rushed freshly
squeezed juice from Bradenton
Ben Hill Griffin Jr. embodied the
homespun, bigger-than-life citrus barons.
Born at Tiger and raised in Frostproof,
Griffin received a 10-acre orange grove as
a wedding present in 1933. The grove became the cornerstone to an orange empire.
Taking a job in fresh fruit packinghouse
paying 15 cents an hour, Griffin resolved
to make his fortune in citrus, learning every task of the business. He came to own
the packing house where he once pushed a
cart. At his death in 1990, he was one of
the richest men in Florida, controlling a
fortune worth $300 million, owning or
controlling 200,000 acres of groves and
ranch land. When author John McPhee
interviewed the crusty Griffin in the early
1960s, the baron stated, “No man on earth
ought have more than one concentrate
plant.” Proctor and Gamble acquired Ben
Hill Griffin Citrus Corp. in 1981.
In a story all-to-familiar, corporations have swallowed family groves and
baronial estates. Beginning in the 1940s,
corporations bet wildly and successfully
on Florida grove land. Just as “Doc” Phillips and Ben Hill Griffin personified the
gritty individualism of the men who built
dynasties one grove at time, Consolidated
Citrus LP, Coca-Cola, and Cutrale Juices
U.S.A. came to signify a new corporate
presence, more multinational and multiconglomerate than personal and local.
Historic freezes, new hybrids, and
the relentless development of grove land
have pushed Florida’s orange belt southward. In 1950, the orange belt buckled
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together with the state’s leading citrus
counties: Orange, Polk, and Lake. Nearly
65 years later, the belt has drooped southward: Polk, St. Lucie, Indian River, DeSoto, Hardee, Highlands, Hendry, and Collier counties now have emerged as citrus
leaders.
Orange County has slipped to 19th
place. In the 1950s, Orange County pointed with pride to its 80,000 plus acres of
citrus. In 1950, Pinellas County devoted
several thousand acres of land to citrus
cultivation. Today, no commercial groves
exist in the county.
Lost in the discussion over the future of citrus in Florida is the shrinking
world of the citrus workers. For centuries,
a familiar routine characterized citrus harvest: laborers climbed ladders and filled
sacks with ripe fruit. Vast bins held thousands of oranges once destined for packing
houses but now processing plants. For
centuries this work was performed by African Americans who were succeeded by
Caribbean migrant workers and then Mexicans. For most of Florida history, a mechanical solution to the citrus harvest has
eluded the grove. But mechanical harvesters-machines that hold and shake the tree
trunks-have shown promise despite their
steep price.
Unfolding over six centuries, the
story of Florida citrus is a complicated tale
involving great contrasts and trajectories:
old groves and new perils, small family
farms and global competition, citrus barons whose names emblazon athletic fields
and the largely forgotten men and women
who pruned, picked and packed the oranges.
Threatened and squeezed by developers, foreign competition, and incurable
diseases, global warming and hard freezes,
the future of the orange in Florida is uncertain. But amidst tumult and change,
one thing remains certain: a glass of
freshly squeezed Florida orange juice is
pure elixir, the proper drink for the dream
state.

http://www.flche.net/conference-information-and-registration.html
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The Art of Documentary Editing:
Insights from The Washington Papers’ 50th Anniversary Celebration

By Katie Blizzard, Communications Specialist for The Washington Papers
On Feb. 1, 2019, The Washington
Papers—an organization devoted to publishing a comprehensive edition of the papers of George and Martha Washington
and their family—celebrated
#50YearsOfEditing these historical documents. In addition to opening our offices
for the public to tour, the anniversary celebration included an exhibition of significant Washington-related manuscripts
that illustrate the challenges of documentary editing.1 Our goal for the day was to
explain the practice of documentary editing (as the field is named), especially given that many are confused, if not downright appalled, by the practice of our editing these significant materials.
We’re not editing the content of
these documents, however, but rather
their presentation. This is done through

provide annotation that fleshes out the
document as a whole, or, where possible,
will make educated guesses as to what the
illegible words or missing content might
be.
Other items on display at the exhibit hinted at the challenge of finding a
balance between accessibility and authentic representation of the manuscript. For
instance, one document written entirely in
French would require editors to decide
whether the document should be printed
in its original language or in translation.3
If translated, editors must then be sure to
maintain the spirit of the language as
used during the time in which the document was written. (This is all not to mention that the content of this document in
particular was meant to mislead its intended audience, which is yet another ele-

Our goal for the day was to explain the practice of documentary editing
(as the field is named).
the process of collecting, transcribing, and
contextualizing a selection of documents
for publication in a print and/or digital
edition. By way of example, our exhibition
displayed several manuscripts that represent some of the challenges editors face
when preparing such materials for wider
consumption. Most obvious of these examples were the manuscripts made illegible
as a result of ink or water stains, or incomplete as a result of the mutilation or
absence of large sections of material.2
Without another version of these fragmented documents, such as a draft or
copy, editors are unable to complete their
transcription. In these cases, additional
tools become useful for increasing the accessibility of these documents: editors will

ment editors must be sure to note in their
edition.) Perhaps a more notable example
of the challenge of authentic representation is illustrated by the financial record
on display at the exhibit.4
With such an item, editors must
define what “document” means: is it the
individual transaction, the page of transactions, or the account?
Whatever the decision, the definition chosen affects not only how the record
is displayed, but also how it is annotated.
The George Washington Financial Papers
Project, for example, decided to represent
each page of transactions as a single document for ease of viewing and searching
across the records.
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But this choice also had the effect
of linking annotations to the document as
a whole, rather than to the relevant line
transaction.
Finally, one of our most popular
displays at the exhibit showcased the need
for editors to examine materials outside
those written to and from the figure of
study. Also known as third-party correspondence, these documents are important
for creating accurate annotation, as they
ensure we are not relying on just one perspective for recording and understanding
the details of significant events. These
documents become further useful for recovering information otherwise missing
from the subject’s papers, such as the papers of Martha Washington, of which a
large bulk is missing as a result of misplacement or intentional destruction
(Martha Washington burned her correspondence with George Washington following his death). As such, we shared a
letter from Thomas Jefferson to one of his
daughters that describes a recent visit to
Mount Vernon at our exhibit.5
All this to say that the practice of
documentary editing is crucial for increasing the public accessibility of significant
primary sources. (For example, as a result
of work on the papers of George Washing-

ton and other similar editions, the papers
of the Founding Fathers are freely available online at founders.archives.gov.) But
perhaps just as importantly, it’s a practice
educators may find useful for engaging
students because it requires critically
thinking about historical materials and
demonstrating an understanding of their
significance. It asks practitioners to address questions we should all consider
when approached with new information:
who wrote this and why, and what can the
date and author tell us about the nature of
this document?
Indeed, in the past few years we
have seen the practice of editing become
increasingly used to engage students in
history—often local history—while still
fulfilling curriculum requirements. And
we invite you to join us in this practice by
encouraging your students to create their
own editions.

For more information on our work
on editing the Washingtons’ papers, visit
us at gwpapers.virginia.edu. And for more
information about the practice of documentary editing, visit the Association for
Documentary Editing at documentaryediting.org or the Center for Digital Editing at
centerfordigitalediting.org.

NOTES
1.

The Washington Papers does not own any documents, but instead collects photocopies of the originals. Our
exhibit displayed materials owned by the University of Virginia (where our offices are located) as well as included one manuscript loaned courtesy of the Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association.

2. George Washington to Benjamin Waller, 2 April 1760, ViMtvL. See also: https://
founders.archives.gov/documents/Washington/02-06-02-0221. George Washington to David Stuart, 15 June 1790, ViU: Papers of George Washington. See also: https://founders.archives.gov/
documents/Washington/05-05-02-0334 .
3. Proclamation to the Canadians [ca. 25 May, 1780], ViU: Nourse Family Papers. For more information about this document, see also Benjamin Huggins, 22 Jan. 2016, “Washington Tells a Lie,”
Washington’s Quill, http://gwpapers.virginia.edu/george-washington-tells-a-lie/.
4. Thomas Jefferson to Mary Jefferson Eppes, 4 January 1801, ViU: Jefferson Papers. See also: https://
founders.archives.gov/documents/Jefferson/01-32-02-0281.
5.

Expenses to Doctor Thomas Hamilton, 1802, ViU: Peter Family Papers.
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Florida History:
Here are Florida’s top 25 stories of all time

By Eliot Kleinberg

View of tourist in the streets at Disney World in October 1971.—Orlando, Florida (State Archives of Florida)

This article was originally published in 22
GateHouse Florida newspapers
Welcome to Florida Time, a weekly column about Florida history: from the Fountain of Youth and Walt Disney to the Miami Riots, the extent of Jim Crow, the
mermaid at Weeki Wachee Springs, the
moon landing and more.
Readers: Today marks the first official
segment of Florida Time, the new column
about Florida history. We’ll get to some
specific topics starting in the next few
weeks. We’ll go from “macro” to “micro.”

But as with any work, Florida Time will
start with a table of contents.
In 1999, as a millennium drew to a close —
calendar geeks: I know it officially ended
Dec. 31, 2000 — The Palm Beach
Post assembled a list of the most important events in Florida’s history, then
asked a distinguished panel of state history scholars to rate them. Even with the
passage of two decades, the list still seems
pretty solid. It is, of course, open to reflection and debate. Which is one of the reasons we are doing Florida Time!

Florida ends three centuries of Spanish rule, join United States 1821.
1. Florida ends three centuries of Spanish rule, joins United States, 1821.
2. Juan Ponce de León encounters Florida, beginning three centuries of Spanish rule;
1513.
3. Henry Flagler’s railroad opens up South Florida, 1890s.
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4. World War II, 1940-45: U-boat wars, bases spring up, growth spurt. to settlement.
5. Seminole Wars (1818, 1835-42, 1853-58) force Seminoles into interior, open Florida.
6. Secession and Civil War, 1861-65; Florida economically devastated.
7. Walt Disney World changes Florida, 1971 to present.
8. Indigenous natives wiped out by European conquest and disease, 1500s-1700s.
9. Real-estate boom, early 1920s.
10. Space program/man leaves Florida to land on moon, 1960s.
11. Citrus industry develops in late 1800s.
12. Hernando Desoto explores the interior of Florida and North America, 1539-43.
13. Everglades drainage and development; sugar industry develops; early 1900s-1928.
14. 1960s begins growth explosion.
15. Cuban revolution, refugee influx, 1959-70s.
16. Boom collapses, hastened when 1926 hurricane destroys Miami.
17. Movements to shift from unbridled growth toward management and
environmentalism.
18. Florida’s route to civil rights less painful than other Southern states, 1950s-1970s.
19. 1928 hurricane kills up to 3,000 near Lake Okeechobee.
20. Hurricane Andrew devastates South Florida, 1992.
21. Florida shifts from a Dixiecrat state to a Republican stronghold.
22. Mariel boatlift, 1980; South Florida becomes magnet for refugees.
23. Massacre at Matanzas Inlet, 1565, destroys French colony; ends French designs on
Florida.
24. Establishment of Everglades National Park, 1947.
25. Spain trades Florida to British, 1763-83; it stays loyal in American Revolution.

Others receiving votes:
• 1935 Labor Day hurricane; strongest ever to hit North America.
• “Graying” of Florida
• Proliferation of air conditioning makes Florida more bearable, helps increase population influx.
• Pensacola founded 1559; later abandoned for 139 years.
The judges (and their titles in 1999): Mike Denham, history professor, Florida Southern
College. Rodney Dillon, historian. Paul George, history professor, Miami-Dade College.
Bill McGoun, historian and retired Palm Beach Post columnist. Gary Mormino, history
professor, University of South Florida. Jerrell Shofner, retired history professor, University of Central Florida. Irv Solomon, Fort Myers; history professor, Florida Gulf Coast
University. Robert Taylor, history professor, Florida Tech University. Nick Wynne, Cocoa; executive director, Florida Historical Societ
Eliot Kleinberg is a staff writer for the past three decades at The Palm Beach Post in West Palm Beach,
and the author of 10 books about Florida (www.ekfla.com). Submit your questions, comments or memories to floridatime@gatehousemedia.com. Include your full name and hometown. Sorry; no personal
replies. This article was Originally published in the Palm Beach Post, January 10, 2019.
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Braggart, Criminal and Cow-hunter:
The Florida Cracker
By Tyler Vittorio
It is not uncommon to hear the word
“cracker” used in a derogatory manner.
Indeed, for all intents and purposes the
word is derogatory, but its origins are often misunderstood. Ask most people
where “cracker” comes from and they
might say that it was term given to slave
owning whites who were “crackers” of the
whip. In fact, the term has no origins with
slavery and was often used to belittle a
poor white and by extension, Southern
people. In his autobiography Benjamin
Franklin refers to the settlers of Virginia
(which was originally a penal colony) as “a
race of ruffates and crackers.” MerriamWebster defines a cracker as a “bragging
liar” or a “boaster.” Attributing the word to
the cracking of a whip, and to slaveowning whites, came late in 19th and early

https://www.floridamemory.com/items/
show/154288>, accessed 19 February 2019.

20th centuries, with the exception being
the Florida (and sometimes Georgia)
Cracker.
The Florida Cracker can place its roots
in seven Andalusian cows from 1521.
These first Andalusians were the ancestors
of the Texas Longhorn and arrived with
Ponce de León on his second journey to
Florida. The cows took well to the Florida
grasslands and by 1700 there were dozens
of Spanish ranches from the Panhandle to
St. Johns River. From 1700 to 1763 English colonists continued to push the
boundary of Spanish territory during this
period and routinely launched slave raids
into Florida, decimating much of the Native American tribes living there. In addition to slave raids, cattle rustling was done
by all sides of the conflict. Cows would
usually be branded at the ranch and then
left to wander in hammocks and by creeks
to allow them to find the best grazing
spots. This left opportunists to find and
claim these cattle as their own.
It is during this time, in the middle
1700s that the term cracker catches on. It
was a term given to the frontiersman of
Maryland and Virginia and was more commonly used the further South one went.
After the Treaty of Paris in 1783, the Spanish re-claimed the Eastern portion of Florida and resettled it. However, during this
time a new race of “savage whites” had laid
claim to parcels of uninhabited land. In a
letter to the Spanish king, then governor of
Florida, Don Vincente Zéspedes writes of
completing the settling of St. Mary's River.
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In the letter Zéspedes writes, “Populating
the area will impede the influx of rootless
people called Crackers, whose immigration will surely occur if the area is abandoned. Their presence will cause further
embarrassments.”
Later in the letter the governor describes the four types of crackers. The
first group is antisocial, “these people
erect Indian-style huts in the first unpopulated space to grow corn in order to give
shelter to their wives and children. Once
done, they move again, always keeping

honor to these Anglo-settlers of Spanish
land, who repurpose the word and proudly brand themselves as such. By the
1800s Crackers had become ingrained
into Florida’s cultural landscape. During
this time the term “cow-hunter” becomes
interchangeable with “cracker” and refers
to the whips that the cowboys carry with
them to herd the cattle through forests.
Florida’s economy grew exponentially
from the exportation of cattle and at the
forefront of this were the ranchers and
cowboys. With the invention and expansion of trains into Florida, beef could be

During this time the term “cow-hunter” becomes interchangeable with
“cracker” and refers to the whips that the cowboys carry with them to herd
the cattle through forests.
themselves beyond the reach of civilized
law.” The second, less antisocial group
then moves onto the vacated land but like
their predecessors “are also enemies of
civil control and generally lack all the rudiments of any religious morality whatsoever.”
These settlers will abandon their home
at the coming of a third class. This class is
eager for a legal title to their land, “they
give obedience to their mother republic
only when they feel like it.” From here,
the fourth and final class of cracker
comes to buy up the land at low prices
offered by the third type and “are the first
to become useful citizens to the state.”
The term cracker becomes a badge of

exported all across the country further
growing Florida’s cattle industry. During
the Civil War, Florida beef fed the Confederacy while also providing leather
goods.
Even today, many Floridian’s and
Georgian’s call themselves cracker as a
point of pride. Cracker culture can be
seen all across the state of Florida, such
as the Manatee Village Historical Park
near Bradenton, the last outpost on the
cattle drive south from Fort Pierce, or in
cultural celebrations such as The Great
Florida Cattle Drive. Cracker will continue to be used as a slur but will always be a
point of pride for many Floridians that
have inhabited the state for generations.

Lewis, James A. “Cracker: Spanish Florida Style.” The Florida Historical Quarterly, vol.63, no.2, 1984,
pp. 184-204. JSTOR, www.jstor.org/stable/30147644.
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/cracker
https://fcit.usf.edu.florida/lessons/cowboys/cowboys.htm
https://www.greatefloridacattledrie16.org/about-us
Tyler Vittorio is a Free Lance writer and a recent graduate of Florida State University. He is also a
sixth- generation Floridian.
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PLEASE JOIN US FOR A ONE-DAY SEMINAR,
FREE OF CHARGE:
Hosted By:
Florida Council of History Education
Event Date: Saturday, March 2, 2019
Event Location: Historic Spanish Point, Osprey, Florida
Discussion Leader/Scholar: Dan Monroe
http://ashbrook.org/about/faculty/dan-monroe/
Registration: 8:30am - A continental breakfast will be provided.
Seminar: 9:00am-3:00pm - Lunch is provided.
Description: With the nation's struggle to end slavery successful, Reconstruction
should have been a peaceful process to repair the Union and to extend full civil and
political rights to the former slaves. Instead, it degenerated into violence and strife
with black civil and political rights indefinitely postponed. We will use period
Documents to examine and explain the Reconstruction period.

Click Here To Register
http://go.teachingamericanhistory.org/l/556702/2018-11-21/4xj51v

FLCHE’s Board Members

Dr. Tammara Purdin, Executive Director
Dr. Jennifer Jaso, Secretary
Dr. Bernadette Bennett, Board Member
Carol LaVallee, Board Member
Kaley de Leon, Board Member
Stephanie Boynton, Communications Chair
Dawn Vittorio, Editor of In Context
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Contributing to In Context, A Peer Reviewed Journal
The following types or articles will be accepted for publication:
•
•

Articles relating to history, humanities, and other social sciences;
Perspectives, analyses, and evaluation of current issues related to social studies and
history education;
• Ideas and techniques for strengthening history education at all levels: elementary,
middle, high school, and post-secondary;
• Significant research findings, interpretations, or theories in history and history
education;
Length of Manuscripts
Manuscripts should be between 500 and 1,500 words in length. Editors may consider longer manuscripts in some cases.
Submitting Your Manuscript
Manuscripts are accepted by email: contactus@flche.net.
For more information, visit
http://www.flche.net/flche-quarterly-publication.html
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